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Risk assessment and
planning support for
family offices
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Risk review
Our Family Office Advisory Services supports family offices by
assessing the levels of risk in the family office through our risk score
index. The risk score index is based on our database of questions
that are applied across the five dimensions of the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations framework and across seven categories of
risk, resulting in a score for each dimension.
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Risks arise from a variety of sources, including the business,
investments, technology or operations. A primary goal of most family
offices is to protect the family from damage and loss, whether that is
financial, physical or reputational.
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Today’s plans for your family office can
mean the difference between surviving
and thriving in the future.
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Risk management
Technology
People
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Finance
Operations
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Internal environment
Objective setting
Event identification
Risk assessment
Risk response
Information and communication
Monitoring
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Once we present our findings, our team then supports you by prioritizing the risks within a risk management
framework. The goal is an action plan that has a meaningful impact on the office.

Our key recommendations and prioritization
1

<6 months

1 Review cyber and information security
2 Identify services you will provide and

determine eligible generations

2

3 Develop IT technology strategy based on cyber
4 Implement an in-house general ledger system

for US accounting operations

6

6 – 12 months

Duration

and information security review

Initial
priorities

3

7

4

5 Develop governance framework and succession

12 – 24 months

plan to support family and family office strategy

6 Establish control standards for offshore entities
7 Document policies and procedures for key office processes
Note: Based on our observations, the family office will need to add or leverage external resources to
implement the strategic initiatives outlined above.
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Relative priority

Methodology notes
• We determine priority recommendations by focusing on risk control gaps for
functional areas ranked as having a higher degree of residual risk.
• The degree of executive involvement is defined by the degree of judgment required
by the executive team in the design and implementation of the recommendation

Degree of executive
involvement

Low

Medium - low Medium - high

High

Risk heat map
The risk index is supported by a report to management that provides a heat map that outlines areas of high residual
risk, our key recommendations, and detailed analysis of drivers and sub-drivers that affect risk in your organization.
Identifying areas of high residual risk
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Excerpt from a report to management with our findings and key recommendations to improve management
and financial control over the family’s complex and business interests.

Sample page from a detailed analysis of sub-drivers that affect risk.
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Path forward in supporting your plan

EY | Building a better working world

During the process and in our report as we look at high residual risk areas, we will
work with management to determine where risk can be mitigated with process or
management and which risks need to be insured or monitored. For the monitored risks
we will support the development of a risk response framework.

EY exists to build a better working world,
helping create long-term value for clients,
people and society and build trust in the
capital markets.

High-impact risks with little
ability to control them are
generally transferred to an
insurance policy.
Examples: natural hazard,
liability

Risks with a high impact and
ability to control should be
addressed at an executive level
and through well-designed
governance processes.
Example: succession planning

Insure

Manage

Monitor

Process

Lower-impact risks should be
watched.
Example: external regulation

Higher-impact risks that are
controlled are staffed and
subject to policy and procedure.
Example: wire transfer policy

Enabled by data and technology, diverse
EY teams in over 150 countries provide
trust through assurance and help clients
grow, transform and operate.
Working across assurance, consulting,
law, strategy, tax and transactions, EY
teams ask better questions to find new
answers for the complex issues facing
our world today.
EY refers to the global organization, and may refer to
one or more, of the member firms of Ernst & Young
Global Limited, each of which is a separate legal entity.
Ernst & Young Global Limited, a UK company limited
by guarantee, does not provide services to clients.
Information about how EY collects and uses personal
data and a description of the rights individuals have
under data protection legislation are available via
ey.com/privacy. EY member firms do not practice law
where prohibited by local laws. For more information
about our organization, please visit ey.com.
Ernst & Young LLP is a client-serving member firm of
Ernst & Young Global Limited operating in the US.
© 2022 Ernst & Young LLP.
All Rights Reserved.
US SCORE no. 13534-211US
2106-3788073
ED None

To learn more about how Family Office Advisory Services can support you, visit
ey.com/familyoffice or contact one of these Ernst & Young LLP professionals:
Robert (Bobby) Stover Jr.
Partner
EY Americas Family Enterprise
and Family Office Leader
+1 214 969 8321
bobby.stover@ey.com
Robert (Bobby) Stover Jr. | LinkedIn

Christopher Dickson
Senior Manager
Family Office Advisory Services
+1 215 841 0288
christopher.dickson@ey.com
Christopher Dickson | LinkedIn

Gio Maso
Managing Director
Family Office Advisory Services
+1 203 674 3033

Catherine Fankhauser
Senior Manager
Family Office Advisory Services
+1 214 665 5788

gio.maso@ey.com
Gio Maso | LinkedIn

catherine.fankhauser@ey.com
Catherine Fankhauser | LinkedIn

Paul McKibbin
Managing Director
Family Office Advisory Services
+1 215 448 5420

John Feiten
Senior Manager
Family Office Advisory Services

paul.mckibbin@ey.com
Paul McKibbin | LinkedIn

+1 312 879 4157

john.feiten@ey.com
John Feiten

This material has been prepared for general informational purposes
only and is not intended to be relied upon as accounting, tax, legal
or other professional advice. Please refer to your advisors for
specific advice.
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